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Abstract. Information Centric Network (ICN) is a promising next-generation internet architecture in which
the network focuses on retrieving the content by employing open in-network caching scheme to provide an
efﬁcient content distribution to users. However, such open in-network caching is vulnerable to network
anomalies. In particular, cache pollution attack disrupts the smooth working of in-network caching by ﬂooding
unpopular contents. Hence, the in-network caching malfunctions and legitimate consumer requests are dropped.
To address this problem, a secure framework based on Fuzzy Restricted Boltzmann Machine has been proposed
to detect the anomalies and defend against such pollution attacks in ICN. Further, a reward-based cache
replacement (ReBac) algorithm that is capable of avoiding cache pollution attack has also been proposed. The
experimental results obtained while testing the proposed framework show better detection rate compared with
the state-of-art solution and the proposed framework shows better cache rate.
Keywords.

Information Centric Network; in-network caching; cache pollution attack; cache replacement.

1. Introduction
Today’s world has been exploding with numerous gadget
users. All these devices are being connected to the internet
for providing various services. Thus, today’s internet trafﬁc
is crowded and the delay in the internet is also increasing.
Many times this delay jeopardizes critical systems, and
leads to unwanted and unexpected problems in such connected systems. To solve these problems, major network
providers like CISCO and others are trying to provide new
networking paradigm through a clean-slate architecture
approach to avoid such delay in sharing information. This
new network for sharing information is called Information
Centric Network (ICN), which uses different naming
structures for each information item on the network and
they can be in either human readable or non-readable format [1]. The ICN router has three core functionalities:
content store (CS), pending interest table (PIT) and forwarding information base (FIB). The frequently accessed
information is cached in the CS. Thus, the information
request can be serviced faster independent of the producer
or host. The interface request is temporarily stored in PIT
and it forwards the request to FIB table [2]. The FIB
module is responsible for exploring the data packet from
various faces (nearest routers who have appropriate data
packet). The ICN enlists the in-network caching mechanism where the contents are cached by any node (who
*For correspondence

really need the content for future use) that can act as router
to serve a content to end-users. The Universal caching
policy is a default caching strategy used for caching all
contents in ICN [3]. This simplest method does not require
additional computational effort in routers. According to this
policy, each router is forced to cache all contents, including
unpopular content/information. Therefore, this policy overutilizes the resource space, thus incurring content retrieval
delay in cache lookup. Various caching policies have been
proposed in [4–6]. Most of the studies [7, 8] focus on
popularity-based caching in ICN. Further, popularity is
deﬁned as the content being requested several times within
a speciﬁc time frame and it is content popularity. To
identify the speciﬁc content popularity, the router evaluates
the interest arrival rate of a particular content and it compares to the previous content popularity on a speciﬁc router
[9]. The existing studies [10] have proved that the poor
caching strategies possess security challenges in ICN.
Even though the ICN provides security by maintaining
the integrity in the network, there are some security issues
present in the ICN architecture. One such devastating attack
is the ‘‘Cache Pollution Attack’’. The aim of this attack is to
pollute the caches of routers in ICN with unpopular content/
information items. Also, it ruins the cache performance and
creates a false assumption of caching content. Due to this
ﬂooding, the legitimate user requests are dropped and thus,
rapid content dissemination is reduced in ICN. Hence, the
major purpose of the ICN, i.e. to serve frequent information
faster, is hampered by the cache pollution attack. This
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present paper proposes a machine learning approach to
identify and prevent propagation of the cache pollution
attack in ICNs.
The rest of the paper has been organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the general working of ICN and presents an overview of cache pollution attack model. Section 3 explains the existing work done in the sphere of
cache pollution attack. Section 4 states the proposed
machine learning framework to detect and prevent the
propagation of cache pollution attack. Section 5 analyses
the results of the experiment done. Section 6 concludes the
research and throws light on future ways of security in ICN.

1.1 Key contribution
• The cache pollution attack has been analysed by
employing open in-network cache system in the simulation scenario.
• A secure framework based on Fuzzy Restricted
Boltzmann Machine has been proposed to detect the
cache pollution attack in distributed manner at routers
in ICN.
• Reward-based cache replacement (ReBac) algorithm
has been implemented as a defence mechanism to sort
out malicious content by providing lower rewards and
thus, it prevents malicious content from being cached
in CS.
• A proposed security model has been evaluated against
cache pollution attack on simulation scenario. The
proposed security model has been compared against
existing security schemes. The proposed model shows
better performance in the detection of cache pollution
attack. Moreover, the proposed defence algorithm not
only removes the malicious content but also improves
the cache-hit ratio and cache efﬁciency.
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to the consumer through data packet. The ICN communication model is depicted in ﬁgure 1.

2.2 Cache pollution attack
In this section, the cache pollution attack in ICN is brieﬂy
discussed. The goal of cache polluters is to ruin the caching
locality by ﬂooding unpopular content request to ICN network. Hence, the unpopular contents occupy the majority of
the part of cache location. Thus, popular contents are
popped out and the router probably looses the performance
of in-network caching [12]. More speciﬁcally, when the
attackers generate the pollution attack, the legitimate user
requests are dropped. Instead, the users are directed to
acquire the content from content provider who is usually far
away from the consumers. Hence, it increases the delay and
reduces the cache hit ratio of ICN network. Cache pollution
attack can be classiﬁed into two groups: a locality-disruption attack (LDA) and a false-locality attack (FLA). In
LDA attack, the malicious consumer requests a huge
number of different varieties of unpopular contents. These
contents ﬁll up the cache and eventually turn popular.
When the legitimate consumers request for the legitimate
content, it is not available in the cache, thereby causing
inconvenience to the consumers [13]. Figure 2(a) shows the
threat model of the LDA attack. In the FLA attack the
malicious users make a request to the same unpopular
contents repeatedly, thereby making their popularity index
to increase and get cached [14]. This again creates a
degraded service provisioning to the legitimate consumers.
Figure 2(b) shows the attack model of FLA.

2. Overview of ICN and cache pollution attack
2.1 ICN communication
When a consumer generates an interest for a particular
content, the ICN router receives the interest and generates
an interest packet. The interest packet contains various
ﬁelds such as the name of the content to be searched,
interest packet lifetime, the limit of hops to be traversed,
etc. The content initially searches for its CS cache. If the
cache contains the content, it is disseminated back to the
consumer. Before forwarding the interest packet, further an
entry is made in the PIT [11]. The router consults the FIB
routing table to decide the best interface to forward and it
forwards the interest packets. As the interest packet hops
along the path, the content is searched for along ICN routers that pass through. If it is not satisﬁed, the interest
packet ﬁnally reaches the producer. The data are forwarded

Figure 1. ICN communication model.
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3.1 Cache pollution attack

Figure 2. Cache pollution attack in ICN.

3. Related work
Various research works have been performed on detecting
and mitigating the cache pollution attacks in ICN. The
cache pollution attack is described in two sections.
Various solutions proposed for cache pollution attack
have been analysed. Deng et al [10] have investigated that
the cache pollution attacks are strongly correlated with
cache replacement algorithm (CCA). Hence, various CCAs
related to cache pollution attacks in ICN are analysed and
table 1 shows a short overview of cache pollution attack as
well as the existing cache replacement solutions.

Deng et al [10] have probed onto both the LDA and FLA in
ICN. The work detects the cache pollution attack using
Bloom Filters and Probabilistic Counting with Stochastic
Averaging (PCSA) techniques. When the attack is detected,
the cached ﬁles are removed from the router to overcome
the false disruption attack.
Park et al [15] have proposed a detection mechanism
called randomness check against LDA. The authors have
applied this detection mechanism to internet caching in
general. The authors have suggested applying their
approach to Named Data Networking (NDN) when the
amount of content arrival is relatively small. However, their
approach is impractical and computationally expensive
when it is applied to large NDN cache nodes. Moreover, the
authors have not designed any detection mechanism against
false-disruption attack and their approach is only for LDA
without any mitigation approach.
Conti et al [16] have presented the lightweight mechanism against cache pollution attack. This mechanism consists of learning phase and monitoring phase. In the
learning phase, the system learns the behaviour of consumers from a sample set before the attacks take place. In
this phase, no attack detection module is executed. Later,
the monitoring phase determines the activity of consumer
and malicious users. The authors have proved that, their
proposed methodology detects the attack successfully in
various topological environments. The drawback of this
approach is that they have not designed the mitigation
method for pollution attack. The authors have not clariﬁed,
how the system handles the dynamic content popularity in
realistic NDN environment because the popularity of content may vary time-to-time and it cannot be predicted
earlier.
Li et al [17] have proposed Light Weight Integrity
Veriﬁcation (LIVE) for handling cache pollution attack in
NDN. In LIVE, the Content Producer (CP) generates the
token for all contents in NDN. This method uses the simple
integrity veriﬁcation for transmitting and receiving contents. The LIVE method enforces CP to check the integrity
and authenticity of every interest packet and data packet.
When the user needs to access the content, they can get the

Table 1. Summary of existing works and our work.
Authors
Deng et al

Park et al
Qi Li et al
Karami et al
Xie et al
Conti et al
Our approach

Attack Detection method
Bloom Filters and
Probabilistic Counting with
Stochastic Averaging (PCSA)
Collision-resistant hash function
Light Weight Integrity Veriﬁcation (LIVE)
Trafﬁc Pattern
Cacheshield function
Lightweight mechanism
FuzzyRBM-based attack detection

Method Placement

Attack Mitigation method

Local DNS server

Removing ﬁles from cache location

All routers
Content Producers (CPs)
Each router
Each router
Each router
Each router

–
–
ANFIS-based countermeasures
–
–
ReBac cache algorithm
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public token P* from CP. Then, the router adds the user in
the entry table. Once, the user has been authenticated, they
can retrieve the private key P from CP to access the content
in NDN. However, this method does not protect the ICN
because it uses simple integrity veriﬁcation and hence, it is
not sufﬁcient to detect pollution attacks very efﬁciently.
This method also suffers from the effect of single-point
failure at CP and the publicly available token is prone to
mistreatment attacks in NDN.
Karami and Guerrero-Zapata [18] have proposed a
detection mechanism based on Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy
Inference System (ANFIS) for cache pollution attack. The
authors have developed the mitigation process in two
phases. The routing parameters such as PIT overload entry,
frequently requested content, deviation of frequently
requested contents and cache-hit ratio are calculated and
they are given as input to ANFIS. This forces all routers to
store a vast amount of historical and statistical information
for past activities and it causes an increase in the memory
and computation overhead in routers.
Xie et al [19] have proposed a cache-shield function to
detect the cache pollution attack in NDN. The cache-shield
function is used to decide whether to cache the content in
router or not. The cache-shield functions are applied to each
router to distinguish popular and unpopular contents. The
cache shield acts as a ﬁlter to eliminate and prevent
unpopular content being cached. The authors have presented that the cache-shield function plays a defensive role
against pollution attack and it can be merged with different
caching strategies to increase robustness in NDN. The
demerit of this approach is that it needs considerable
amount of storage space for attack statistical analysis. Huge
volume of statistical information is stored in NDN router
and in turn it takes more time to determine whether the
NDN router is being compromised or not.
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calculates the popularity index in the table. In CCP,
threshold has been used to predict the popular content.
When the same content requests are reached beyond the
threshold, they are considered as popular contents. Hence,
the least popular contents have been evicted based on
threshold prediction. The attacker can ﬂood a similar type
of request to create false familiarity of particular content to
make it popular. Hayamizu et al [22] have presented the
cache decision policy based on content popularity and
betweenness-centrality. With the centrality and popularity
approach, the edge routers are conceived to store popular
contents. The edge routers disseminate the content to end
users based on the request demand. The aim of storing at
edge router is to reduce the redundancy of cached contents
in all routers. The drawback of this approach is the following: when all the routers request the unpopular content
at the same time, due to attackers request the edge router
queue might be congested. Another possibility of fault
occurrence is single-point failure. Due to this congestion
and single-point failure, the consumer requests are dropped
and thus the cache miss ratio is increased in ICN.
Lal and Kumar [23] have proposed CCA in ICN. The
content replacement is performed based on content popularity. The popularity can be categorized into two types: 1.
local popularity deﬁnes the content that has the lowest hit
rate in the routers and the contents are selected to evict. 2.
Universal popularity deﬁnes the new arrival content that
has the highest rank and it is selected to replace the evicted
content. The drawback of this method is that the ranking of
content method does not follow any standard algorithm to
improve the prediction efﬁciency of ranking algorithms.

4. Proposed methodology
3.2 Cache replacement policy
Various research studies have been performed on cache
replacement policy in ICN as follows. From the exhaustive
study, it is clear that LCE (Leave Copy Everywhere) and
LRU (Least Recently Used) replacement algorithms are
commonly used in various works [20]. The LCE follows
leave copy everywhere policy. In LCE, when one router
receives the content, the same copy is replicated in all
routers on the way to reach the users. Due to this transparent strategy, the attacker can easily identify the cached
content and simultaneously ﬂood the unpopular content to
all the routers. The LRU possesses the less recently used
policy where the content that is not requested (or) being
used for a long period of time can be replaced by new
popular content.
Ran et al [21] have proposed the cache replacement
policy based on the cached content popularity (CCP). Using
CCP, every node checks the content arrival frequency and it

Figure 3 illustrates a concise overview of various steps
involved in the proposed methodology to prevent the cache
pollution attack in ICN. The whole procedure has been
explained in three subsections and they are given here.

4.1 Construction of Consumer Reward Table
Consumer Reward Table (CRT) structure is shown in ﬁgure 4. To identify the cache polluters, the framework proposes an addition of CRT in the ICN router and it does not
disturb the normal working of the ICN router in any way. It
collects the statistics from the trafﬁc and populates the
tuples of CRT. It has a separate tuple for each consumer.
The various attributes of the CRT are as follows.
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Figure 3. The process ﬂow of proposed methodology

is counted. This metric can be used to characterize the
nature of consumer, as malicious consumer generates
huge number of interest packets to pollute the cache. The
count of interest packet is shown in Eq. (1):
X¼

n
X

Ini

ð1Þ

i¼1

where X denotes the count of interest packet in current
time window, n represents time window and In denotes
user-generated interest packets.
4. Count of interest packet in previous time window – At
the end of the time period, the count of interest packet
recorded in ﬁeld 3 is copied to this ﬁeld.
5. Content popularity in current time window – Content
popularity is the popularity of the content requested by
the consumer over the time period. Equation (2) shows
the content popularity:
CCP ¼

c
X
CHi  b þ CPi
i¼1

1. Consumer Index (CI) – This ﬁeld contains unique ID of
consumers who generate interest packets. CI is the primary key of the table, i.e. each and every consumer has
only one entry.
2. Last Seen (LS) – This ﬁeld contains the previous active
time of consumers, i.e. the previous time of the
consumer-generated interest packets.
3. Count of interest packet recorded in current time window
– The interest packet generated by the consumer request

bþ1

b ¼1 þ dT

ð2Þ
ð3Þ

where CH and CP are content cache hits and previous
content popularity in previous time window, respectively, and b ðb [ 1Þ is weight coefﬁcient of content
popularity. From Eq. (3), we obtain the positive correlation between b and counting cycle of T; d denotes the
proportion coefﬁcient between b and T . For instance,
b ¼ 0:5; T ¼ 8 [21] and are updated periodically in the
CRT table as shown in ﬁgure 4; c is the count of
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Figure 4. Consumer Reward Table

generated content for the interest generated by the
consumer.
6. Content popularity in previous time window – At the end
of the time period, the content popularity in ﬁeld 4 is
copied to this ﬁeld.
7. Reward – The reward ﬁeld can contain any one of the
following reward values: very low, low, medium, high
and very high. This value shows the legitimacy of the
consumer. For instance, a legitimate consumer will have
‘‘very high’’ reward, whereas a cache polluter will have
‘‘very low’’ reward.
A predeﬁned time window value Tw is set. The proposed
model captures the interest trafﬁc generated by consumers
Tw . It takes list of consumers C who have generated interest.
The CRT is searched for every value C. If a matching entry is
found, then the time of generated interest packet is updated in
the LS column. The other columns except reward column are
updated through Eqs. (1) and (2) as discussed earlier. In case
there is no matching entry, then a new tuple entry is created in
CRT. Again LS is updated with time interest packet that is
generated. The other parameters are computed through
Eqs. (1) and (2) as discussed earlier and updated in CRT. In
order to check the space complexity of CRT, a value n, which
is the maximum number of tuples that the CRT can hold, is
deﬁned. When there occurs an overﬂow in CRT, the entire
table is scanned once to ﬁnd out the oldest LS. The corresponding entry is deleted from the CRT. When more than 1
entry has the same old LS, then all those entries are deleted.
Algorithm 1 provides the procedure of CRT construction.

4.2 Provisioning reward to consumers
The reward is provided to consumers with trained FRBM
model running in the framework. An overview of FRBM
has been provided here before proceeding with further
discussion of the framework.

4.2.1 FRBM FRBM is a reconstructive neural network
concept based on energy model. The FRBM-based attack

detection is shown in ﬁgure 5. Its objective function is
deﬁned as follows:
min nðh; LÞ

ð4Þ

where h is the set of input parameters given to FRBM and it
includes lower bound weight matrix wLB , upper bound
weight matrix wLB , lower bound bias matrix of visible layer
bLB , lower bound bias matrix of hidden layer bHB , lower
bound bias matrix of hidden layer hLB and upper bound bias
matrix of hidden layer hUB . L is the labelled data set; n is
negative log likelihood function and is given by Eq. (4):
#
"
X
ecðy;hÞ
nðh; LÞ ¼ 
log P
ð5Þ
cða;hÞ
aL e
yL
where c is the function computing centroid of the fuzzy
number given as input (h is the set of input parameters) and
is given by Eq. (5). (Here, ’c’ function depends on the
training data set and it adjusts the optimal range of weight
and biases). Each and every input parameter in set h is
R

P
hðlog hhidden neuron eEðy;h;hÞ Þdh
cðy; hÞ ¼ R
P
log nhidden neuron eEðy;h;hÞ dh

ð6Þ

where E denotes the fuzziﬁed energy function and is given
by Eq. (6).
The energy function takes as input L, h and hidden
neurons n:
EðL; h; hÞ ¼ bT L  hT n  nT WL:

ð7Þ

An efﬁcient learning algorithm called one-step Contrastive
Divergence (CD-1) has been applied to train the FRBM
model and update the parameters. They are shown in Eq. (8):


UB
DwLB
ð8Þ
ij ¼wij ¼ q=2 hhi xj idata  hhi xj imodel


UB
DbLB
¼ q=2 hxj idata  hxj imodel
j ¼bj
where hi ¼
rate.

UB
hLB
i þhi
2

xj ¼

UB
xLB
j þxj
2

ð9Þ

and q denotes the learning
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Figure 5. Proposed FRBM-based detection framework

The tuning of parameter has to be done through epochbased learning algorithm and subsequent rule updation procedure is given by algorithm 2. The training data set comprises the following attributes: interest packet at current time
window ðIC Þ, interest packet at previous time window ðIP Þ,
content popularity in current time window (CCP) and content
popularity in previous time window (PCP) along with a label
that denotes whether the consumer is malicious or not. Once
the training is done, the trained model is deployed in the
framework. The CRT tuples are given one by one to the
trained model and the output is updated in the reward column
of CRT as given by algorithm 3.
FRBM detects the cache pollution attack also and at the
same time, it can identify malicious consumers who are
polluting the cache, which is vital for healthy working of
ICN.

4.3 Attack mitigation
The next step is to prevent the propagation of the attack in
the network. For this purpose, a novel ReBac algorithm has
been proposed. ReBac algorithm sorts the consumer-generated interest packets in Tw based on their reward in

descending order, i.e. from very high to very low. When
there is a tie between any of the reward categories (i.e.,
very low, low, moderate, high, very high), the tie is
resolved based on the LS value. The consumers with oldest
LS are provided top position, and when there occurs a tie in
LS value the tie is resolved arbitrarily. The consumers are
served in the sorted order. All the fetched data are not
stored in the cache. Only the data that are fetched for the
consumers with very high or high reward alone are the
winning candidate to get placed in the cache. The old data
are removed from the cache and the data are added to the
cache. Algorithm 4 provides the ReBac procedure. In
general, a cache replacement algorithm should be able to
scale up to huge number of consumers. The running time
complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(mt log t) where
m is the size of cache and t is the number of consumers who
have requested data in Tw . As can be seen from the running
time complexity, the proposed ReBac is a deterministic
tractable algorithm – it is a better algorithm for large scale
network. Further, a cache replacement algorithm should be
adaptable to changes in the network. It can also be seen
from the procedure itself that it adapts itself to changes in
the network for every Tw period.
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Table 2. Simulation parameters.
Parameter

Values

Router to router link
Router to router delay
Count of content items
Router cache size
PIT entries size
Cache replacement strategy
Content size
Legitimate request
Simulation time

50 Mb/s
5 ms
10,000
100
12000
ReBac
1 MB
3000 interests/s
10 min

5. Experimental set-up
5.1 System parameters
To evaluate the performance of the proposed methodology,
the proposed secure framework has been implemented in
ndnSIM 2.1, which is an NS3-based open-source simulator,
and coded in c?? class module. The following system
parameters are used to run the proposed framework:
Ubuntu 16.04, Intel core i7, 7th Generation CPU @ 3.40
GHz; RAM: 16 GB; OS Type: 64 bits. The ndnSIM is an
independent protocol stack that uses Named Data Networking Forwarding Daemon (NFD) source code for
managing the PIT, CS and FIB modules. NFD assures the
performance of simulation and that can be extended to the
real world without any modiﬁcation of source code. The
simulation parameters used in ndnSIM are shown in
table 2.
Two topologies are used to run the trials and they are AS
topology of Chen et al [24] and DFN topology of Kamimoto et al [25] as shown in ﬁgures 6 and 7, respectively.
AS topology is an ISP network topology used to build a
large scale network. DFN topology is used to handle the
complex network system but it is a more meaningful and
realistic topology than the ordinary topology. The AS-3967
topology contains totally 117 nodes, of which 44 legitimate
users, 6 adversaries and 5 data producers are set. In the
DFN topology, 16 legitimate users and 4 adversaries are
set. The simulation model is run over 24 h; the ﬁrst 12-h
interest packets are generated from legitimate users and a
Zipf-like distribution is followed. After this, adversary
nodes are made to pollute the cache at random time intervals. The 4 values of CRT table are interest packet recorded
in current time period, content popularity in current time
period, content popularity in previous time period and
consumer legitimacy recorded in database. This record is
the data set.

Figure 6. AS-3967 topology.

Figure 7. DFN topology.

5.2 Tuning of FRBM
Here, the FRBM model is trained with trafﬁc data set
obtained from the ndnSimulator for 10 simulation runs.
Table 3 shows the training parameters of the proposed
FRBM model. A total 10560 data set tuples have been
generated from the ndn simulation. From the 10560 data set
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Table 3. FRBM parameters setting.
Parameter

Values

Number of input parameters
Number of neurons
Number of epochs
Fuzzy RBM rules
Training data set
Test data set

7
50
3000
2187
10253
5025

100

to the FRBM model. The inputs are ðIC Þ, ðIP Þ, (CCP) and
(PCP) and the output is attack. Later, the fuzzy rules are
added to generate the fuzziﬁed composite output. Figure 9
shows the surface viewer, which is a graphical interface to
examine the fuzzy rules to detect the user anomaly activities using the truth input parameters. Figure 10 shows the
simulated fuzzy rules for attack detection of the proposed
model.

5.3 Performance evaluation of FRBM
To evaluate the performance of the proposed model, the
existing DDCPC of Yao et al [26] scheme is compared to
the proposed secure framework. Performance evaluation is
done by evaluating cache-hit ratio and average hop count.
Later, the system is analysed in terms of false alarm rate
and detection rate by tuning the proposed FRBM model.

5.3.1 Cache-hit ratio

Figure 8. Fuzzy membership functions.

tuples, 10253 are used as a training set and 5025 as a test
set. Among the various activation functions, sigmoid is
found to efﬁcient in terms of better accuracy compared with
Gaussian and ramp. The FRBM model is trained by
adapting the number of epochs and adding the neurons by
trial and error manner. According to the consideration of
accuracy, 50 hidden neurons and 3000 epochs are set to
train the proposed system fast. Figure 8 shows the sample
fuzzy membership function after input of truth parameters

In this section, the cache-hit ratio of ICN routers has
been examined before and after deploying the proposed
secure FRBM framework in ndnSIM. Cache-hit ratio is the
ratio of number of requests that can be ﬁlled successfully by
the cache to that of requests received. To identify the
impact of cache pollution attack, two routers directly connected to the attacker in different topologies are chosen. In
ﬁgure 6, router R3 , who is directly connected to the attacker
A5 in AS-3967 topology, is chosen. In ﬁgure 7, router R11 ,
who is directly connected to the attacker A3 in DFN
topology, is chosen. Hence, these routers are directly
impacted by the attacker. Hence, the cache-hit ratio of these
routers ðR3 ; R11 Þ is analysed when subject to both LDA and
FLA attacks; s represents attack intensity, i.e. the count of
malicious interest packets out of the total number of interest
packets. Figure 11 shows cache-hit ratio observed when the
proposed secure framework and DDCPC are deployed in
the simulated network topology. In FLA attack, the routers

Figure 9. Surface view of proposed FRBM model.
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Figure 10. Sample of fuzzy rules.

Figure 11. Cache-hit ratio under different toplologies.

R3 and R11 cache-hit ratios are increased up to 0.35 and
0.31 (in time frames) after the deployment of proposed
FRBM model in AS and DFN topology; even the attack
intensity is increased. However, for the same routers R3 and
R11 in AS and DFN topology, hit ratios are decreased to
0.28 and 0.15 after FLA happens in DDCPC scheme. In
LDA attack, the routers R3 and R11 cache-hit ratios are
increased up to 0.32 and 0.31 (in time frames) after the
deployment of proposed FRBM model in AS and DFN

topology. However, for the same routers R3 and R11 in AS
and DFN topology, hit ratios are decreased to 0.25 and 0.13
after LDA happens in DDCPC scheme. These simulation
results show that the proposed methodology is superior to
other schemes. The attack has no effects when the
FRBM-based secure framework is deployed, which
involves ﬁnding malicious consumers, assigning reward
to them and caching only high-reward consumers data in
the CS. Hence, the attackers data are not cached and the
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Figure 12. Average hop count in different topologies.

Figure 13. Detection ratio and false alarm rate in DFN topology.

cache remains unpolluted by providing a good cache-hit
ratio.

5.3.2 Average hop count The average number of hops
refers to the number of intermediate routers that pass an
interest packet between the source and the destination
rather than passing a single wire. The average hop count of
selected consumers C1 and C16, who are nearer to the
attacker in AS-3967 and DFN topology, respectively, is
selected. Figure 12 shows the average hop count observed

in the proposed framework and it shows better value than
that of DDCPC. In FLA attack, after deploying the FRBM
model, the consumers C16 and C1 have lower hop count in
DFN and AS topology and they are 7.1 and 6, respectively.
However, the same consumers C16 and C1 have higher hop
count 8.3 and 6.2 obtained when the existing DDCPC
scheme is applied under FLA attack in DFN and AS
topology. In LDA attack, the consumers C16 and C1 have
lower hop count 7.3 and 6.1 after the deployment of FRBM
model in DFN and AS topology, although the same
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consumers C16 and C1 have obtained higher hop count 8.4
and 6.4 in DDCPC scheme under LDA in DFN and AS
topology. In the proposed framework, the contents of
highly rewarded consumers alone are cached (usually high
reward is provided to legitimate users). Thus, it prevents the
unnecessary content from being cached in routers. Hence,
the legitimate user requests are forced to cache in routers
and the proposed framework decreases the hop count to
access the corresponding data packet in timely manner.
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[5]

[6]

[7]

5.3.3 Detection rate Detection ratio is the ratio of the
number of correctly classiﬁed attacks to the number of total
attacks. False alarm ratio is the ratio of false contents
treated as regular content to the total number of detections.
Figure 13 shows the detection ratio and false alarm rate,
and they are identiﬁed in the proposed FRBM model under
cache pollution attack in DFN topology with varying attack
parameter f. When the attack parameter f is chosen to be
less than 3.9, the detection ratio reaches almost 1 but false
alarm ratio is bigger than 0.3. Subsequently, when a higher
f is selected, both detection ratio and false alarm rate get
smaller. When f is selected between 5.2 and 6.8, false
alarm rate obtained is zero and detection ratio reaches
higher than 0.8. Hence, the most suitable parameter chosen
to obtain the best result is f = 4.8.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, a secure framework has been proposed for
detecting and mitigating network anomalies, especially in
cache pollution attack in ICN. The detection and mitigation
of such network anomalies in advance enhance the in-network caching performance. The experimental results show
that the proposed detection techniques provide better
results. As a future work, it has been planned to work on
various other security breaches in ICN in order to provide a
secure environment.
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